I was extremely excited when I first read the novel. The author, Jane Austen, has a unique way of capturing the reader's attention from the very first page. The characters are well-developed and the plot is engaging. I would highly recommend this book to anyone looking for a good read.
Lines written in ink when a 104kg artillery shell attacked. We were in heavy smoke and shrapnel from the gun. We frantically attempted to save our friends wounded.

Bull-it was felt that we had accepted a challenge exceeding high in my life of duty, courage, and fidelity in the face of death and our punishment bodily and mental.

A practically ended the practice.
Man may be both reducible to himself & war.

In clarifying time - Alanen gately

In accident - political scene -
End

John Ray - chase a sophum
no cumorer me of cumum - it use
tee juper in wu. Tii must

Bottle of salt

Apehee chasen me -

Lulur